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Rating: 4

Review: Expectations fully met - and I\'m armed in understanding of this standard -
much thanks

The course objectives are clearly defined at the start
of the course.: Agree

The course content matched the course objectives.: Agree

All course objectives were achieved (as outlined at
the start of the course).: Agree

The length of the course was:: Correct Length

The pace of the course was:: Correct Pace

What was the best aspect of attending a blended
training course?:

Class Discussions/Always excellent to get practical
examples, discussions. I enjoyed the team exercises
which gave an opportunity to network, albeit not the
same vs. training in person

In your opinion, in what ways could the classroom-
based modules or in-class activities be improved?:

Mixing up teams a little - or give chance for everyone
to interact at least once

In your opinion, in what ways could the online
modules be improved?:

Videos were sometimes hard to follow - but script
was appreciated. Foundation course was most
welcome.

The training manual provided an organised and
logical flow of topics, with well written exercise
instructions.:

Agree

The classroom presented a comfortable and
professional training environment.: Agree

Do you have any additional feedback regarding the
training venue? : None

The Instructor built a good rapport with the training class.: Agree
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The Instructor was well prepared for each session
and able to answer any questions.: Agree

The Instructor was technically knowledgeable about
each subject.: Agree

Overall, the Instructor was effective.: Agree

Overall, how would you rate your training experience
with Comply Guru?: 4

Would you recommend this course to anyone else
who needed similar training?: Yes

How likely are you to recommend blended training
versus traditional training?: Undecided

Please supply a short review about your overall
training experience with Comply Guru. Thank you!:

Expectations fully met - and I\'m armed in
understanding of this standard - much thanks

Do you have any other comments or feedback?:

Would be interesting to know more about external
audits, regulatory requirements and how this
process works, but I catch this is out of scope.
Maybe would have been a nice discussion during
lunch! But well handled training in a covid19 world!


